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Background

Nowadays users of digital libraries are confronted with information
that is rapidly growing in quantity, heterogeneity and dimensionality.
We propose MedioVis as a flexible application for the visual
exploration of such data that is especially designed for users without
prior professional experience in search, retrieval or visualization [1],
[4].

MedioVis Design Principles

MedioVis was developed in the context of digital libraries following a
user-centered design process and the following Design Principles:

•Support various ways of formulating an information need.
• Integrate analytical and browsing oriented ways of exploration.
•Provide views to different dimensions of an information space.
•Make search a pleasurable experience.

Research Question

Information seeking is a task that is just one part of a higher-level
user activity. Based on the findings by Kuhlthau [3], we want to point
out that such a search process is a highly individual task; depending
on prior knowledge and skills, every person might apply a somewhat
different search strategy. Kuhlthau also ascribes an important role to
the search mediator, in this case a domain expert for both the search
and the research topic.

Research question: ”How to adapt the system to the individual
differences of users and their activities?”

Current Stage and Future Work

MedioVis 2.0

When regarding search in the broader context of a higher-level
activity, the user should be provided with an integrated digital work

environment that provides all the necessary functionality (such as
collecting and processing search results) in one consistent user
interface (UI).
Therefore we are designing a new version of MedioVis based on the
ZOIL paradigm (Zoomable Object-Oriented Information Landscape)
[2]. In this design, the context information will be regarded besides
the principles of ZOIL (ZOIL Principles: object-orientation, semantic
zooming, nested information visualization, an information landscape
representing the information space and the ability to use the system
on different platforms).

Adaption of the system to the individual differences and activities

Users of visual information seeking systems and their context might
differ in many aspects:

•Skills or cognitive styles

•Experience-level

•Social and cultural backgrounds

•Preferences or personal interests

•Higher-level activities

• Information available
The idea is to develop ways to use this context information to
enhance the interaction between users and the system.
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Therefore the information will be collected (automatically & profiled) in
a search model. Based on this search model, decisions how to adapt
could be made, e.g. through probabilistic methods.
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